In a recent advisory opinion, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights held that "the promulgation of a law in manifest conflict with the obligations assumed by a state upon ratifying or adhering to the Convention is a violation of that treaty. Furthermore, if such a violation affects the protected rights and freedoms of individuals, it may give rise to international responsibility for the state in question" 2 . Notably, this opinion manifests a contradiction between the International Law Commission and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights regarding the need for specific damages or a human rights violation to trigger State culpability for an internationally wrongful act.
The principles of state responsibility govern when and how a state is held responsible for a breach of an international obligation. As such, they do not establish specific obligations, but rather determine when an obligation has been breached and the legal consequences of that violation. This note addresses the nature of such international responsibility, specifically whether or not international responsibility under the Inter-American Human Rights System requires a showing of specific damages or a human rights violation. It argues that even if a human rights violation is necessary to trigger international responsibility under the Inter-American Court's rules, a strong argument can be made to foster abstract control of a given law; i.e., objective international responsibility without the need for a specific human rights violation.
The first part of the note provides a general framework, including the differences already mentioned between Public International Law and International Human Rights Law. The second part there discusses the general obligations of States under: (a) the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties of 1969 (hereinafter referred to as the "Vienna Convention"); (b) International Human Rights Law; and (c) the American Convention on Human Rights (hereinafter referred to as the "American Convention"). Special attention is paid to Articles 1 and 2 (obligation to adapt domestic laws) and Article 63.1 (obligation to make reparation) of the Convention.
The third part of the note examines the objective international responsibility of States in the Inter-American System, based mainly on theories developed by former Inter-American Court of Human Rights Judge A.A. Cançado Trinidade, who contributed several concurring opinions to the Court's rulings. The fourth and final part will examine several rulings made by the Inter-American Court regarding the objective responsibility of States under international law. 3 The Commission exercises different powers depending on the member of the OAS towards which it is acting. In this regard, in relation to all State members of the OAS it has the authority to: develop an awareness of human rights; draft recommendations for State governments to adopt progressive measures that favor human rights; prepare studies or reports deemed appropriate; request reports from State governments; reply to member state inquiries regarding human rights; and practice in loco observations.
With regard to member States of the American Convention on Human Rights, the Commission has the authority to: fill individual requests or communications from States; appear before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights; request the Court to take interim measures; and consult the Court regarding the interpretation of the Convention or other treaties on the matter.
Finally, with regard to non-member States of the American Convention on Human Rights, the Commission specifically has the authority to: pay attention to the observance of human rights mentioned in Articles I, II, III, IV, XVIII, XXV and XXVI of the American Declaration of Rights and Duties of Man; consider communications submitted to it and any other available information; request information and make recommendations; check whether internal processes and resources of each State were duly applied and exhausted (with respect to the power to examine communications submitted to it). About these countries, the Commission bases its authority in accordance with the American Declaration of Rights The tension between the precepts of Public International Law and those of the International Law of Human Rights is not difficult to explain: while the juridical concepts and categories of the former have been formed and crystallized, above all at the level of inter-State relations (under the dogma that only the States, and subsequently in international organizations, are subjects of that legal order), the juridical concepts and categories of the latter have been formed and crystallized at the level of intra-State relations, that is, in relations between the States and the human beings under their respective jurisdiction (the latter elevated to subjects of that legal order). 6 The State's obligations under International Human Rights Law transcend the classical definition of State responsibility under International Law, since the primary objective of Human Rights law is to protect the rights of individuals. This distinction significantly alters the nature of States' obligations under these treaties. In this respect, "the objective of international human rights law is not to punish those individuals who are guilty of violations, but rather to protect victims and provide for reparation of damages." 7 iii. oBJective internationaL resPonsiBiLity of states International Responsibility arises when a State has incurred in an internationally wrongful act; i.e., "conduct consisting of an action or omission that is attributable to a State under International Law and constitutes a breach of the State's international obligation." 8 A State will generally only be liable for the official conduct of its agencies or officials. 9 As well, State conduct may include "positive acts, omissions, failure to meet a standard of due care, or diligent control or pure lack of vigilance that is lawful according to the national law of the State. The most striking feature of this new approach compared to the traditional understanding of the notion of responsibility is the exclusion of damage as a condition for responsibility. In order for an internationally wrongful act to engage the responsibility of a State, it is necessary and sufficient that two elements (breach and attribution) are present. This is certainly not to say that, in this system, injury has no role to play; however, it fades into the background, at the level not to the triggering of the mechanisms of responsibility, some of which (the principal being, without doubt, the obligation of reparation) are dependent upon injury for their existence.
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In this regard, the objective international responsibility of States renders international responsibility to the State to the extent that there is no need for specific damage or violation to the rights of a third party. "The requirement that there should be a breach of obligation is therefore sufficient." 12
International Responsibility of States under the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties
As legal entities, nations that sign international treaties agree to be bound by their terms. Article 2.1.d) of the Vienna Convention refers to a "contracting party" as a "State which has agreed to abide by a treaty, whether or not the treaty has entered into force". This is the basis for States' international obligations: legal responsibility pursuant to the terms of mutual agreement. International law rests on other legal principles and, as such, its duties and obligations extend beyond treaties, including customary law and norms of jus cogens.
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Article 18 of the Vienna Convention defines the State's main obligation as "refrain(ing) from acts which would defeat the object and purpose of the treaty." As obvious as this may appear, it forms the basis for the international responsibility of States, as it requires that each signatory nation act in accor- This investigation will only refer to the international responsibility of the States resulting from conventional obligations.
2 Sections a. and b. of Article 18 of the Vienna Convention establish: (a) It has signed the treaty or has exchanged instruments constituting the treaty subject to ratification, acceptance or approval, until it shall have made its intention clear not to become a party to the treaty; or (b) It has expressed its consent to be bound by the treaty, pending the entry into force of the treaty and provided that such entry into force is not unduly delayed.
dance with the terms of the treaty. More importantly, each party is obligated to make a good faith effort to actively support the main principles of the accord.
This general obligation is complemented by the pacta sunt servanda and bona fide principles of international law. Article 26 of the Vienna Convention establishes that "every treaty in force is binding upon the parties to it and must be performed by them in good faith". In this way, it establishes the obligatory nature of international agreements, particularly States' obligation to proactively act in ways that promote compliance. Article 27 of the Vienna Convention states that "a party may not invoke the provisions of its internal law as a justification for its failure to perform a treaty."
14 This norm codified the rule that domestic law is irrelevant to international law. Roberto Ago, former Special Rapporteur of the United Nations International Law Commission, said that "for the national legal order, the organization of the state -structures and functioning of which are determined wholly by legal norms pertaining to that order-has a legal character. On the other hand, the formation and regulation of the same organization are entirely alien to the legal provisions of the international order; for the latter system, the internal organization of the State is as a whole, merely a fact." 15 Although the Vienna Convention imposes many legal obligations, the agreement to abide by the treaty's purpose (pacta sunt servanda and bona fide); and its signatories' commitment not to justify noncompliance with domestic law, provide a clear idea of the nature of State responsibilities under international accords.
Responsibility of States under International Human Rights Law.
Although it is difficult to assess a general category of State responsibilities under International Human Rights Law -mainly because of the broad array of human rights-the way they are exercised, the social and cultural conditions needed to fulfill them and the position (mainly economic) of a given State towards negative and positive rights; in essence, three basic elements comprise the core of human rights obligations assumed by States: "the obligation to respect, to protect and to fulfill." 16 As such, the "failure to perform any of these three obligations constitutes a violation of such rights."
The first obligation ("respect") requires that States "avoid interfering with the enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights" 18 (including also civil and political rights). The second obligation ("protect") requires that States "prevent violations of such rights by third parties" 19 . And the third obligation ("fulfill") requires that States "take appropriate legislative, administrative, budgetary, judicial and other measures towards the full realization of such rights." 20 In the Principles and Guidelines for a Human Rights Approach to Poverty Reduction Strategies in 2005, the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights stated:
All human rights -economic, civil, social, political and cultural-impose negative as well as positive obligations on States, as is captured in the distinction between the duties to respect, protect and fulfill. The duty to respect requires the duty-bearer to refrain from interfering with the enjoyment of any human right. The duty to protect requires the duty-bearer to take measures to prevent violations of any human right by third parties. The duty to fulfill requires the duty-bearer to adopt the appropriate legislative, administrative and other measures towards the full realization of human rights. 
Responsibility of States under the American Convention
Under Articles 1 and 2 of the American Convention, the obligations and duties of States to respect, protect and fulfill human rights are considered "primary" norms, or substantive rules of international law. Article 62.3, 63 and 68 address basic issues of responsibility and availability of remedies; these norms are considered "secondary". Where the exercise of any of the rights or freedoms referred to in Article 1 is not already ensured by legislative or other provisions, the State-Parties undertake to adopt, in accordance with their constitutional processes and the provisions of this Convention, such legislative or other measures as may be necessary to give effect to those rights or freedoms.
A. Obligations of States under Articles 1 and 2 of the American Convention
In the Inter-American Human Rights System, Articles 1 and 2 of the Convention are the cornerstone of States' international duties and responsibilities. The Inter-American Court once declared that Article 1 "specifies the obligation assumed by the State-Parties in relation to each of the rights protected. Each claim alleging that one of those rights has been infringed necessarily implies that Article 1(1) of the Convention has also been violated."
22 In other words, for every right recognized under Article 3 to Article 27 of the Inter-American Convention, a corresponding obligation exists for each State to protect and guarantee this right.
The Inter-American Court has stated that Article 1 "is essential in determining whether a violation of the human rights recognized by the Convention can be imputed to the State-Party. In effect, that Article charges the State-Parties with the fundamental duty to respect and guarantee the rights recognized in the Convention."
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The first obligation assumed by States under Article 1 is to "respect the rights and freedoms", which implies certain limits in the "exercise of public authority based on the fact that human rights are inherent attributes of human dignity and are, therefore, superior to the power of the State." 24 The States' second obligation under Article 1 is to "guarantee" the free and full exercise of those rights and freedoms. This obligation implies the "duty of the State-Parties to organize the governmental apparatus […], so that they are capable of juridically ensuring the free and full enjoyment of human rights. As a consequence, the States must prevent, investigate and punish any violation of the rights recognized by the Convention." 25 In Article 2 of the Convention, the Court requires that States "include the adoption of measures to suppress laws and practices of any kind that imply a violation of the guarantees established in the Convention, and also the adoption of laws and the implementation of practices leading to the effective observance of said guarantees."
26 This obligation covers several important points. Firstly, it considers the States and Inter-American Human Rights system as the main entities responsible for formulating and ensuring the protection of human rights. In this view, the Commission and Court act to adjudicate disputes when States fail to comply with their obligations. Article 2 also defines the principle of effet utile, which requires each State to ensure legal and practical enforcement of the Convention's human rights norms. The Court has held that […] in international law, customary law establishes that the State that has ratified a human rights treaty must introduce the necessary modifications to its domestic law to ensure proper compliance of the obligations it has assumed […] This general obligation implies that the measures of domestic law must be effective; this means that the State must adopt all measures so that the provisions of the Convention are effectively fulfilled in its domestic legal system.
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In sum, Article 2 was enacted to ensure that States harmonize their national norms with the Convention. These articles, in effect, establish two benchmarks: (a) to ensure compliance with the Convention; and (b) to defend human rights. For this reason, "the efficacy of human rights treaties is measured, to a large extent, by their impact upon the domestic law of the State-Parties." 28 Former Judge A.A. Cançado Trinidade has said that "the two general obligations enshrined in the American Convention -that of respecting and guaranteeing the protected rights (Article 1(1)) and that of harmonizing domestic law with the international norms of protection (Article 2)-appear to be ineluctably intertwined. Hence, the breach of Article 2 always brings the violation likewise of Article 1(1). The violation of Article 1(1) takes place whenever there is a breach of Article 2. And when Article 1(1) is violated, there is a strong presumption of non-compliance with Article 2." 29 Given that a major element of "respect" and "assurance" of human rights lies in States' domestic laws and regulations, this is significant. For this reason, States' international responsibilities through the analysis of general, impersonal and abstract acts of the State, such as laws or regulations, that infringe a human right, violate key obligations set forth in Article 1 of the Convention.
B. Obligations of States under Article 63.1 of the American Convention
Under Articles 1 and 2 of the Convention, the State-Parties agree to a third obligation: make reparation for human rights violations for which they 27 Id. para. 87. If the Court finds that there has been a violation of a right or freedom protected by this Convention, the Court shall rule that the injured party be ensured the enjoyment of the right and freedom that was violated. It shall also rule, if appropriate, that the consequences of the measure or situation that constituted the breach of such right or freedom be remedied and that fair compensation be paid to the injured party.
What do each of these elements mean? Reparation is any measure taken by the State to redress gross and systematic violations of human rights law or humanitarian law through the administration of some form of compensation or restitution to the victims. There are four major categories of reparation: restitutio in integrum, compensation, satisfaction and guarantees of non-repetition. To refer to the forms of reparation, is useful to defer to the definitions employed by the Draft Articles on Responsibility of the States for Internationally Wrongful Acts (2001), 31 developed by the International Law Commission of the United Nations (hereinafter referred to as the Draft).
Article 34 of the Draft states that full reparation of the injury caused by the wrongful act shall take the form of restitution, compensation and satisfaction, either singly or in combination. In Article 35, the Draft sets forth that a State responsible for an internationally wrongful act is obligated to make restitution; that is, to re-establish the situation that existed before the wrongful act occurred, unless "it is not materially impossible" and "does not involve a burden out of all proportion to the benefit deriving from restitution instead of compensation".
It is a principle of international law -as set forth in Article 36 of the Draft-that any breach of a treaty engagement involves an obligation to make reparation for a wrongful act, insofar as such damage is not made good by restitution. This compensation must cover all financially-measurable damages.
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As a form of reparation, "satisfaction" is made by the State when reparation is not feasible either by restitution or compensation. It is noteworthy that under the American Convention, the internal laws of signatory nations are not subject to international law; they are considered a simple matter of fact. This said, the Inter-American Court has held that "the international responsibility of the State may be engaged by acts or omissions of any power organ of the State, whatsoever its rank, that violate the American convention". 34 In effect, this means that any entity, agency or official acting on behalf of a public authority may be liable for a human rights violation.
It has long been universally recognized that a "State is responsible for violations of international law committed by its agents. The Court also stated that "any violation of rights recognized by the Convention carried out by an act of public authority or by persons who use their position of authority is imputable to the State." 37 In this way, a State may be liable for human rights violations even if the agent who acted unlawfully did so pursuant to law. Which means that when agents act outside their scope of authority, or violate domestic norms, the State may still be responsible for their acts and omissions. According to the classical approach to the international responsibility of States, each nation is solely responsible for the positive acts and omissions of its agents. The Inter-American Court's "due-diligence theory", however, holds that "an(y) illegal act which violates human rights and which is initially not directly imputable to the State, can lead to international responsibility, not because of the act itself, but because of the lack of due diligence to prevent the violation or to respond to it as required by the Convention." 39 iv. oBJective internationaL resPonsiBiLity of states in the inter-aMerican huMan rights systeM
Roberto Ago said that "one of the principles most deeply rooted in the doctrine of international law and most strongly upheld by State practice and judicial decisions is the principle that any conduct of a State which international law classifies as a wrongful act entails the responsibility of that State in international law." 40 The underlying basis for objective international responsibility requires that each State's domestic norms be compatible with the American Convention -whether or not these norms have ever been enforced. This responsibility implies "that the very existence of a legal provision of domestic law can create a situation per se that directly affects rights protected under the American Convention, by the risk or the real threat that its applicability represents, without it being necessary to wait for the occurrence of damage". 41 In other words, analyzing the compatibility of a domestic norm with the American Convention is not purely hypothetical, since "the moment a violation of a protected right is found […], the examination is no longer an abstract question […] , is in fact a concrete question." Based on this theory, a signatory nation's law could trigger liability for an international wrongful act without any need to show a connection between the law and a human rights infringement. Despite this, Judge Cançado Trinidade said that it was impossible to address the illegal norm in abstracto, e.g., based on the legal provision itself. In his view, "the existence of victims renders juridically inconsequential the distinction between the law and its application, in the context of a concrete case." 44 Thus, the existence itself of a law entitles the victims of violations of the rights protected by the American Convention to require its harmonization "with the provisions of the Convention, and the Court is obliged to pronounce on the question, without having to wait for the occurrence of an additional damage by the continued application of such law". 45 The opposing argument is that laws must be first enforced to determine their compatibility with the American Convention. "If one attempts […] to deny the idea of State responsibility because it allegedly conflicts with the idea of sovereignty, one is forced to deny the existence of an international legal order."
46 Most international human rights treaties (including the American Convention) are enacted based on the assumption that internal laws must be harmonized with their provisions -not vice versa.
"The American Convention, seeks to have in the domestic law of the State Parties, the effect of improving it, in order to maximize the protection of the recognized rights, bringing about, to that end, whenever necessary, the revision or revocation of national laws which do not conform to its standards of protection." 47 In fact, it would be completely unrealistic to attempt to adapt the American Convention to the provisions or regulations of the internal laws of any particular State.
In Articles 1 and 2, the American Convention stipulates that States must (a) ensure compliance with their international human rights obligations; and (b) harmonize domestic law with the Convention. For this reason, all laws enacted by States are subject to review by the Inter-American Commission and Court. Thus, the question would not be based on why or what, but on when the Court must check on a norm that presumptively infringes the international obligations of the State.
It is notable that under the Inter-American Human Rights System, an actual human rights violation must occur for a party to seek redress. Pursuant to objective international responsibility, once a legitimate claim is filed, both the Commission and Court may review any State law relevant to the case.
In analyzing the State's international responsibility, there is no question whether or not the legislative power and its actions can be held liable for breaching the international obligations of the State. The issue here is whether or not the law must be first enforced to qualify for review by either the InterAmerican Commission or Court. 44 Id. 45 Genie-Lacayo, 1997, Inter-Am.Ct.H.R., (ser. C), No. 30, at 10 (Jan. 29, 1997).
The concept of continuing violations comprises violations of human rights which, e.g., cannot be divorced from the legislation from which they result (and which remains in force). 46 It is also worth noting that any legal provision that violates human rights as a self-executing or self-binding norm is not included in this analysis. The specific types of norms examined are those whose enactment violates per se Article 2 of the Convention, whether or not they were applied to a specific case.
In our opinion, the Inter-American Commission and Court of Human Rights may legally review internal norms that create a situation per se that directly affects rights protected under the American Convention for any of the following four reasons:
1) The internal norm breaches the State's obligation under Article 2 to adopt "legislation needed to give effect to the conventional norms of protection, filling in eventual lacunae or insufficiencies in the domestic law, or else the modification of national legal provisions so as to harmonize them with the conventional norms of protection."
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Although the primary purpose of International Human Rights Law is to protect human rights, the Inter-American Court is the only legal entity with the jurisdiction to interpret and adjudicate the Convention's provisions. For their part, the States must harmonize their own laws to foster respect for and compliance with their obligations under the Convention. In cases of infringement, however, the only entity with legal competence to decide is the Court. 2) A State fails to comply with its human rights obligations under Article 1if it fails to harmonize its internal laws or openly contradicts the Convention. 3) When a law exists that openly and perpetually violates human rights per se, "the Court is obliged to pronounce on the question, without having to wait for the occurrence of an additional damage by the continued application of such law." 49 That means that there is no necessity to "wait for the subsequent application of the law, generating additional damage." In addition to these four reasons, International Public Law requires signatory nations to fulfill and promote the object of the treaty and refrain from invoking internal law to justify noncompliance. Provide by themselves additional elements to why the Inter-American Commission and Court of Human Rights may legally review national laws that directly affect per se rights protected by the American Convention, and eventually determine its incompatibility with the Convention.
Finally, it should be noted that the "the reparation itself for proven human rights violations in concrete cases may require changes in domestic laws and administrative practices. Enforcement of human rights treaties has not only been known to resolve individual cases, it has also brought about such changes, thus transcending the particular circumstances of concrete cases." In this case, the Court held that "the adoption of self-amnesty laws that are incompatible with the Convention meant that Peru failed to comply with the obligation to adapt internal legislation embodied in Article 2 of the Convention." 59 It also declared that said laws lacked legal effect and thus could not be used to (a) obstruct continued investigation of the case; (b) identify and punish those responsible; and (c) be applied to other Peruvian cases involving alleged violations of the American Convention. 
vi. concLusion
The International Human Rights Law holds signatory nations to a complex regulatory framework. On the one hand, it obligates parties to ensure human rights protection and, in case of infringement, make reparations. On the other hand, the States are left responsible for enforcing their own compliance with international obligations.
Under Articles 1 and 2 of the Inter-American Convention, signatory nations are legally bound to ensure by negative and positive means human rights protection within their territory. By virtue of this accord, each State agrees to respect its international obligations, adhere to the purpose of the treaty; subscribe to pacta sunt servanda and bona fide principles; and refrain from using domestic law to justify noncompliance.
In this light, when a State fails to harmonize its internal norms with the provisions of the American Convention, it may be responsible for human rights violations per se, as well as international obligations under the Convention.
The legal basis for the objective international responsibility of States was made to deter States from infringing on human rights. The only caveat is that it requires them to comply with international obligations. When properly implemented, this becomes a virtuous cycle by which States embed a systemic international approach to the protection of human rights through the creation of their own internal laws and regulations.
As we have seen, the Court's rulings represent a major step towards human rights protection on an international level. For "the efficacy of human rights treaties (and the level of human rights protection) is measured, to a large extent, by their impact upon the domestic law of the State Parties." 66 As stated above, there must be an actual human rights violation (cause of action) in order for the Inter-American Human Rights Court to hear a case involving a particular State's international responsibility. By doing so, the Court may determine that a specific law, notwithstanding if it was applied to the specific case or not, which infringes an international obligation renders international responsibility.
